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Background

We have introduced the configuration of transposed parallel conductors for enhancing a current capacity of REBCO superconducting tapes. The constituent strands need to be insulated and transposed for even uniform current sharing and low ac loss. In case the transposition point deviates from the midpoint (in length) which corresponds to the optimum one, shielding current, I, is induced to prevent the variation of the interlinkage magnetic flux. That results in an additional ac loss.

Objectives

Assuming that the I-V properties of REBCO superconducting tapes is expressed by using a n-value model, the additional ac loss properties of transposed two-strand parallel conductors composed REBCO tapes in the case that the transposition points deviate from the optimum ones are theoretically investigated.

Additional AC Loss

In case transposed at the optimum point,

Parallel Conductor

Shielding current is induced to prevent the variation of the interlinkage magnetic flux. Leads to the production of an additional ac loss.

In case the transposition point deviates from optimum one.

Interlinkage magnetic flux is canceled, and additional ac loss doesn’t occur. Interlinkage magnetic flux is not canceled, and additional ac loss occur.

Theory

Equivalent resistance is given by \( R_{\text{equiv}} = V/I \).

The interlinkage magnetic flux of the loop which is enclosed by two tape is given by

\[ \Phi = \Phi_{(L)} \sin \omega t + \mu_0 H_0 \mu_k k L \frac{W}{2} \]

Here,

\[ \Phi_{(L)} = \frac{d}{dx} \int B_x dx + \frac{1}{2} \int B_x dx \]

The circuit equation based on Faraday’s law is given by

\[ \frac{d^2 V}{dt^2} = -(2R + 2R_{\text{equiv}}) I \]

By solving the circuit equation numerically, the shielding current can be evaluated. Therefore, the additional ac loss due to forming a parallel conductor is calculated as

\[ L \cdot \Delta L \cdot k \]
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Conclusion

• The additional ac loss of parallel conductors is reduced by transposing the constituent tapes under the non-saturation condition. However, as n-value becomes smaller, the additional ac losses is enhanced.

• The smaller n-value, the larger additional ac loss even for the same deviation of the transposition point from the optimum one and the same magnetic field amplitude. The results suggest that, in the case that the parallel conductors are composed of REBCO tapes and, especially, they are used at high temperature where n-values of REBCO tapes is small, transposition should be made with high accuracy at the optimum points.

• In order to avoid an enhancement of additional ac loss, the n-value of tapes larger than around 10 should be secured and the deviation of the transposition point should be controlled less than several % in conductor length.

Results And Discussion

Using the obtained theoretical results, let us investigate the additional ac loss properties of transposed two-strand parallel conductors wound into the one-layer solenoid coil. Here it is assumed that the transposition point deviates from the optimum ones and the coil is exposed to external ac magnetic field in parallel to the coil axis. Here, the external ac magnetic field is spatially uniform.

The calculated \( \Delta L \) dependence of the additional ac loss based on the CSM with \( R_{m} \) as a parameter.

The dependences of the additional ac losses on the deviation length of the transposition point from the optimum one in the respective cases of \( n=5 \) and \( 20 \).

The vertical axis is normalized by the additional ac loss in the case of \( n=\infty \), WSCM. Here the parameter is a field amplitude, Bm. We can see that the additional ac loss could be several tens times larger than that in the case of WSCM even in the case of \( n=20 \). The range of Bm where the additional ac loss is much enhanced expands with decreasing n. And the ac loss enhancement is induced even for small \( \Delta L \) when Bm becomes larger. However, if the deviation of the transposition point is controlled less than several % in conductor length, the additional ac loss is not so enhanced although the n-value of the tapes is requested to be larger than around 10.